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Complete at least two sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day 
Pretribe Pts:     0/25      7/25        12/25       20/25       25/25    
                       (blank)    (1/2 side)     (1 side)       (1.5 sides)      (2 sides) 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS ____________ + RED PTS __________  =  TOTAL PTS ___________ / 150pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
150pt TAKE HOME TEST6B (Fric,Incl Pl, Pulleys, W-K, Power, Torque)  (5/3-5/25)/18 

Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  Also, don't 
forget to look at keys and help videos on Facebook  NO HISTORY --  Ran out of Room)  

2.) Physics student Caleb is attempting to quickly pull a 50 kg box 6.0 m down a rough 25° ramp.  The box is attached by a 
cable over a pulley to a 600 N hanging weight . There is  a frictional force of  75 N on the box. Caleb is pulling horizontally 
on the box and manages to pull the box down the ramp in 4 seconds.  

a.) (4pts) Required drawing of the system:             b.) (4pts) Use Orange Kinematics to determine the box's acceleration. 

d.)(3pts) Now find the tension in the rope.

c.) (6pts) With how much force must Caleb pull?  Feel free to use  
the Villatoro short cut.

1.)  (10pts) In the space to 
the right, draw an atomic 
sized (pm) view of the area 
between two surfaces 
showing the protons (+)
neutrons (n), and 
electrons (-), electron 
movement, partial charges, 
and at least two LDFs.

3.) A force of 125.0 N at an angle of 25° to the incline pulls a 18.0 kg object 4.0 meters up the incline. The incline is 15° to the horizontal. 
There is a frictional force of 40.0 N between the incline and the object.  Determine the amount of work each force does in the 4.0m:
required drawing:(5pts)                         a.) (4pts) Work done by the force of pull:          

b.) (4pts) Work done by friction:   c.)(4pts) Work done by gravity:

           d.) (2pts)Work done by the normal force:                        e.) (3pts)What is the overall net work of the system?45pts



4.)(5pts) Show the steps and descriptions required to derive the W-K Theorem for a given force.  

 start  ======>  W= F∙∆x  (assuming the F is constant and in the same direction as ∆x)        

step 1   ====>  ______________________________________________                                 _________                          

step 2  ====>  _______________________________________________             __________________

step 3  ====>  _______________________________________________                                _________                           

step 4  ====>  _______________________________________________            ___________________

step 5(if needed)  ====>  _______________________________________             __________________

Work - Kinetic  Energy  Theorem ===> 

6.) (6pts)  How much horsepower will be 
required if it takes 14 secs for a constant  
force F= (20î + 60ĵ) N  to move an 
object through a displacement 
∆s = (50î - 30ĵ ) m.  (746 W = 1 hp)
(Start with a little stack and mult . . . then Power)
Sketch the ∆s and the F on the graph.

8.) (9pts) Yemi (970N) is Horsepower Man for 2018 at a whopping 
2.14hp.  Guin (830N) is our 2018 Horsepower Woman at 1.5 hp.  Let's say 
that Yemi races Guin 20 steps up the bleachers (say each one is 30cm 
tall). Who wins and by how many milliseconds? (746Watts = 1 hp)   

7.)(8pts)  You MUST use the Work-Kinetic Energy Theorem to solve:  A 1500 kg car starts from rest at the 
top of the 5.0 m long  driveway that is sloped at 15.0°  with the horizontal. If an average friction force of 3000 N opposes 
the motion, what is the speed of the car at the end of the driveway?
required drawing:

3.) A force of 125.0 N at an angle of 25° to the incline pulls a 18.0 kg object 4.0 meters up the incline. The incline is 15° to the horizontal. 
There is a frictional force of 40.0 N between the incline and the object.  Determine the amount of work each force does in the 4.0m:
required drawing:(5pts)                         a.) (4pts) Work done by the force of pull:          

b.) (4pts) Work done by friction:   c.)(4pts) Work done by gravity:

           d.) (2pts)Work done by the normal force:                        e.) (3pts)What is the overall net work of the system?

5a.) (5pts)  For the graph to the right, determine the work                           20N
done  by a force acting on an object moving from -10m to +30m.   

                                                           -10m

5b.) (5pts) Explain using energy flow why the object must                                                   10           20          30m
                   have an intial velocity.                                 

                             -15 

5c.) (5pts)  If the mass of the object is 60kg what 
will be its change in velocity? (Hint: Use W-K Theorem)

10.) The only escape for Joe Dynamo (820 N)  is to jump from the top of the  26 m tall Vista building in downtown 
Norman seconds before it collapses.  (Assume no air drag or wind)  
a.) (3pts) What is Joe’s gravitational potential energy (Ug)  at the     
top of the building relative to the ground below?                                               

b.) (3pts) What is Joe’s kinetic energy (K)
    and Ug halfway down as he is in free fall?  

c.) (3pts)Find  Joe’s velocity just before he hits 
the  pavement. (You MUST solve by Con. of E.) 
   
d.) (1pt)What is Joe’s approximate Ug one  nanosecond before 
hitting the pavement? (no equation required.)  __________

9.) (6pts) Suppose Tesla and Westinghouse built a 
     hydroelectric dam where the flow rate of diverted water was       
        1.6 Gg/s and the height the water fell was 75 meters.  How   
           much power can their hydroelectric dam generate? 

x

y

49pts
45pts



56pts

12.) Levi and Daniel are carrying a 500 N load of manure on a pole between them. The pole weighs 60 N and is 2.0 m long . 
If Levi is holding up his end of the pole with 250 N of force . . .       
(2pts) Draw and a.) (3pts)How much force is Daniel                    b) (3pts) How many m is the manure bag 
label the picture:  exerting on the pole?              from Levi?
  

16a.) (6pts) The following irregularly shaped object is undergoing 
an unbalanced torque. Using the origin as a reference, draw the 
following radius and force vectors and also represent the torque 
vector on the graph.

       

16b.)  (6pts) Calculate the                   i         j        k
         torque on the irregularly 
           shaped object using the 
             matrix determinant 
                  method.

14a.) (5pts)  On the drawing to the right, draw and label:   
Line of Action (LOA)                     
True Moment Arm (𐑙)
the radial vector (r)
and the angle phi  ( ϕ )
the torque vector

14b.)  (2pts)  Color in the “torque  right triangle” 

15.) (2pts)   For a 2 dimensional object in the x, z plane
 to be in equilibrium, what must be true about its torque?

F

11.) (6pts) How many Ncm of torque result from a                        12.)  (6pts) How many Newtons does this uniform  
200.0 g mass hanging from a 20.0 g clip at the 80 cm                                  meter stick weigh?
mark of a  meter stick with a balance clip and stand at  
the NBP? Complete and label the meter stick below:                                                        65 cm          85 cm

10.) The only escape for Joe Dynamo (820 N)  is to jump from the top of the  26 m tall Vista building in downtown 
Norman seconds before it collapses.  (Assume no air drag or wind)  
a.) (3pts) What is Joe’s gravitational potential energy (Ug)  at the     
top of the building relative to the ground below?                                               

b.) (3pts) What is Joe’s kinetic energy (K)
    and Ug halfway down as he is in free fall?  

c.) (3pts)Find  Joe’s velocity just before he hits 
the  pavement. (You MUST solve by Con. of E.) 
   
d.) (1pt)What is Joe’s approximate Ug one  nanosecond before 
hitting the pavement? (no equation required.)  __________

e.) (3pts)  Plot Joe's 
    height vs. E, K, 
    and Ug
    (show zpl)
(use different colors)

t 

E 
K 
Ug  

9.) (6pts) Suppose Tesla and Westinghouse built a 
     hydroelectric dam where the flow rate of diverted water was       
        1.6 Gg/s and the height the water fell was 75 meters.  How   
           much power can their hydroelectric dam generate? 

r = ( 4 î  +  3 ĵ )m     F = ( 3î  - 2ĵ )N   

5 N

49pts


